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T R E N D L I N E S
Breakeven multiplier

Excellence – or something
else?
I

“Everything
we do is either
excellent OR
it’s something
else. That
‘something
else’ means
less than
excellent. And
that’s never
OK.”

Mark
Zweig

n dealing with my workers on a quality
problem in my other business – Mark
Zweig, Inc., a design/build/contracting/
development company – I had an epiphany:
Everything we do is either excellent OR it’s
something else. That “something else” means
less than excellent. And that’s never OK.
We all have only one reputation. With a good
reputation, you can always come back from
any upset. With a bad reputation, no amount
of resources can save you.
So why turn out less than excellent – ever?
Usually the excuse is, “That’s all we are
getting paid for,” or, “That’s all we had time
for.” The problem is, neither works. You’ll pay
forever for bad quality due to lack of budget
or time. Over and over and over again. It
never makes sense. IF you took on the job at
too low of a fee you’d still be better off doing
it right and being less profitable on that job
versus squandering your future.
Don’t take the project on in the first place if
you aren’t going to be able to do it right. Just
not worth it.
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The most important way to achieve
excellence is for you, as the leader, to
demonstrate it. Everything YOU do has to
be excellent. If you are rushing, though, and
doing things that are less than excellent and
pushing them out the door, how can you
expect anyone else to be different? This is so
fundamental.
See MARK ZWEIG, page 2

According to the 2017 Financial
Performance Survey, the breakeven
multiplier for very high-profit firms
was 2.49, high-profit firms was 2.53,
average-profit firms 2.62, and lowprofit firms 3.1. This illustrates how
much money the firm must generate
per dollar of direct labor to cover
overhead and direct labor. For every
dollar spent, very high-profit firms must
generate $2.49 to cover labor and
overhead.
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BUS IN ES S NE W S
FINLEY ENGINEERING GROUP RECEIVES FOUR ASBI
AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE Finley Engineering
Group, a Tallahassee-based bridge design
and construction engineering firm, received
four awards of excellence from the American
Segmental Bridge Institute during the ninth
biennial, 2017 ASBI Bridge Award of Excellence
competition.
The Finley team was recognized recently for the
following bridge projects: the I-5 Antlers Bridge
Replacement, the New Dresbach Bridge, the
New Winona Bridge, and the Oakley C. Collins
Memorial Bridge.
The ASBI Bridge Award of Excellence honors
the owners of bridges which “exemplify concrete
segmental bridge design and construction
excellence.”
Judging
criteria
included
innovation of design and/or construction;
rapid
construction;
aesthetics
and/or
harmony with the surrounding environment;
cost competitiveness; and minimization of
construction impact on the traveling public. In
total, eight projects were selected as exceptional
examples of segmental concrete bridge
construction.
Located over Shasta Lake in Shasta-Trinity
National Forest, California, the I-5 Antlers Bridge
Replacement was constructed east of the
existing steel truss Antlers Bridge and obtained
the Award of Excellence for Bridges Over Water.
A combination of both natural elegance and
structural robustness, the twin bridges are a
five-span continuous cast-in-place segmental
box girder, measuring at 104 feet wide and
1,942 feet long. The sturdy seismic design of the
structure gives it the ability to withstand an event
of an earthquake.
Inspired by the picturesque landscape of La
Crescent, Minnesota/La Cross, Wisconsin,
the New Dresbach Bridge sits over the main
channel of the Mississippi River and won the
Award of Excellence for Long Span and CableStayed Bridges (spans of 400 feet or greater).
The design exhibits how a concrete segment
can create an efficient and equally radiant

structure. It achieved a new record span length
for Minnesota and was designed to brace the
harsh winter weather.
The New Winona Bridge, located in Minnesota/
Wisconsin, carries TH 43 over the Mississippi
River. This design was presented the Award
of Excellence for Bridges Over Water. The
project scope included the construction of a
new concrete box girder and the rehabilitation
of the existing historic bridge. This bridge
type was selected to avoid impacts on
federally-protected
migratory
birds
and
minimize visual effects on the existing historic
bridge.
Featured along the Ohio River, the Oakley C.
Collins Memorial Bridge replaced the former
Ironton-Russell Bridge, which was determined
functionally obsolete in 2000. This bridge
received the Award of Excellence for Long
Span and Cable-Stayed Bridges (spans of
400 feet or greater). Construction of the
new bridge began in March of 2012 and was
completed in November of 2016. With a 900foot cable-stayed main span, the Oakley C.
Collins Memorial Bridge is the longest span the
Ohio Department of Transportation has ever
built.
To learn more about Finley Engineering Group’s
Award of Excellence winners, visit asbi-assoc.
org/index.cfm/news/bridgeawards.
Finley Engineering Group is recognized
nationally and internationally as a leading design
and construction engineering consulting firm
specializing in complex bridge projects of all
kinds. Finley Engineering Group’s expertise
includes concrete segmental, steel box, arches
and trusses, and long span cable-stayed
bridges. Finley Engineering Group focuses
on large contractor-driven projects, such
as design-build, D/B/F/O/M, public-private
partnership and value engineering/alternative
design.

MARK ZWEIG, from page 1

Nor can you tolerate anything that is less than excellent by others. You know
how devastating and long-lasting reputational damage can be? You can’t let that
happen on your watch in your company – the machine that feeds everyone. It
would be irresponsible.
The other issue is this: Some people just never do a really bang-up job on anything.
It isn’t even a matter of their ability, time, or budget. It’s just the way they do stuff.
And that’s half-assed. Nothing can cure these people. Their orientation is what it is
and nothing will change it. They need to go. That may sound harsh but we all know
it’s true.
So what are you turning out? Excellence, or something else? Think about it. It
really is that simple.
MARK ZWEIG is Zweig Group’s chairman and founder. Contact him at mzweig@zweiggroup.com.
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Take your advice
from Mark Zweig
to-go.
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3
OPINION

Your exit strategy

There are a few ways to transition out of your firm. The internal transition is popular
because it has great value and keeps the firm going.

A

t some point in every A/E firm owner’s business life, the question of how to
effectively exit the company will arise. Hopefully that question doesn’t come
up when you have hit the wall with your ownership. Rather, you can provide for a
reasonable timeframe to get it done right.
Tracey
Eaves

GUEST
SPEAKER

Ownership and leadership succession planning are
some of the biggest issues firm leaders are facing
today. Many of you bumping up against your retirement window may have delayed the process due to
concern about extracting the maximum value during slow economic growth in the last few years.
Now that the economy is kicking into a higher gear,
more economic activity should translate to more
business and increased value. Essentially, exit planning comes down to three options: an orderly wind
down, an external sale, and an internal transaction
of the shares.
No one size fits all, and firm owners have varying
reasons why they may choose one alternative over
another. Following is a brief description of each option:
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“Many of you bumping up against
your retirement window may have
delayed the process due to concern
about extracting the maximum value
during slow economic growth in the
last few years.”
1) Orderly wind down. In most cases, this is an owner’s last resort. It usually happens if there is a leadership vacuum for the next generation within the firm
to have the ability to lead and/or buy the shares, or
the firm just isn’t an attractive candidate for sale.
An orderly wind down means that as the firm owner
See TRACEY EAVES, page 4
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BUS IN ES S NE W S
FLUOR TEAM SELECTED FOR LOS ANGELES
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AUTOMATED PEOPLE
MOVER Fluor Corporation announced that
its joint venture team was selected as the
preferred proponent to design-build, finance,
operate, and maintain the Los Angeles
International Airport Automated People Mover
project for the Los Angeles World Airports.
Fluor plans to book its share of the contract
value later this year.
“We are excited to join with LAWA on its first
public-private partnership, providing a bestvalue technical and financial solution to extend

LAX’s world-class facilities, reduce congestion,
and provide time-certain travel options,” said
Hans Dekker, president of Fluor’s infrastructure
business. “The selection of the Fluor team
further solidifies Fluor’s industry-leading ability
to successfully manage complex publicprivate partnership projects. The project will
benefit from Fluor’s megaproject and transit
expertise, including the Eagle Commuter Rail
P3 project in Denver and Maryland’s Purple
Line Light Rail Transit P3, and the recently
awarded design-build Green Line project in
Boston. We are proud to enter into a long-term
partnership with Los Angeles World Airports to

TRACEY EAVES, from page 3

you will collect your outstanding accounts receivable, pay the
outstanding bills, perhaps transfer your clients to another
firm, and divest of any tangible assets on the balance sheet.
Eventually, you will turn off the lights, lock the door, and go
home. From a value perspective this option will usually net
you the least number of dollars for the next stage of life.
2) External transition. If your firm has the right set of characteristics to be attractive to the marketplace, an external sale
to a strategic buyer or a private equity firm will allow for a
maximum value extraction in a short period of time. In many
cases, deals are completed with a mix of cash and stock and
possibly an earn-out or other payout scenario. While this option is interesting to many firm owners, it requires patience
as the company could be on the market for over a year. Once
a buyer comes forward and makes an offer, focus is needed to
make it through the negotiations and get to the closing table.
3) Internal transition. For those owners who are not interested in outright selling to an outside entity, an internal ownership transition plan is in order. An internal transition involves
developing a plan to sell shares held by the exiting firm owner
to the next generation of leadership. Internal transitions generally are executed over a several year period. In our practice,
it is typical for us to develop a plan with a five- to 10-year
window for the owner(s).

“An internal transition of ownership can
be a rewarding experience for everyone
involved. As a firm owner, it is an
opportunity to set the company on the
right course, with the right leadership, for
the continuance of the practice.”
Internal transition of the shares is a viable and popular
option for many of our clients. The plan is based on
maintaining an adequate capital structure while finding
the proper alignment of leadership and ownership based
on the company’s strategic objectives. Our plans meet
several basic objectives, including providing the owner(s)
with an exit strategy, providing for an acceptable return
on investment, providing for the long-term viability of the
firm, and aligning the commitment of key employees.
People are a central focus of internal ownership planning.
Firm owner(s) must determine who to include in the next
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deliver this world-class transit link using our
proven integrated life-cycle approach and
experience.”
The project includes six stations that will
connect a rental car facility, intermodal
transportation facilities, expanded airport
parking and Metro transit to terminals. The
project will provide reliable access to the airline
terminals for passengers and employees. It will
transform the experience for travelers at one
of America’s busiest and most iconic airports,
while bringing jobs and workforce development
opportunities to the local community.

generation of leadership, and several key questions are
pertinent to the process:
❚❚ Is the next generation interested in being on board?
❚❚ Do they have the right skills and personality traits to be good
stewards of the firm?
❚❚ Are they interested in ownership for the right reasons?
❚❚ Does the next generation group have enough time left in their
careers to become owners and enjoy a lengthy period of ownership?
❚❚ As the current firm owner, what do you expect out of a new
owner?
❚❚ Once on the team, how will the financial benefits be divided?

There are options for how the shares are sold and we will
typically model scenarios for clients to show the impact of
options on the financial performance of the company and
the ultimate value received by the seller(s) of the shares. In
every instance, we develop scenarios that will protect the
viability of the firm, assuming no circumstances arise that
could not be anticipated at the time the planning is done.
Internal transition plans have many positive aspects and,
in many cases, the firms will experience an improvement
in financial performance with a set of new, eager owners
driving business forward. Unsuccessful or problematic
plans generally arise because of a few issues:
❚❚ The plan is started too late and the owner(s) need out too
quickly
❚❚ There is no strategic plan in place to sustain the business going forward
❚❚ The plan fails to properly manage the redemption liabilities
❚❚ The plan takes too long for the next generation to sufficiently
enjoy their ownership
❚❚ The shares are ineffectively priced

An internal transition of ownership can be a rewarding
experience for everyone involved. As a firm owner, it is an
opportunity to set the company on the right course, with
the right leadership, for the continuance of the practice.
TRACEY EAVES, MBA, CBA, CVA, BCA, CMEA is a member of the
valuation consulting team at Zweig Group. She has been valuing
privately held company interests for more than 18 years. Contact Tracey
at teaves@zweiggroup.com or directly at 505.258.8821.

© Copyright 2018.
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ALL 2018 ZWEIG GROUP AWARDS

ARE NOW OPEN FOR REGISTRATION
2018

2018

18

SEE YOU IN DALLAS!
hotfirm.com/our-awards/
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PROFILE

WE SHY
AWAY FROM
TRANSACTIONAL
ENGAGEMENTS.
Conference call: Al Barkouli, part 1

Chairman and CEO of David Evans and Associates, Inc. (Hot Firm #93 for 2016), a
1,000-person engineering firm based in Portland, Oregon.
By LIISA ANDREASSEN
Correspondent

B

arkouli joined DEA in 1988 as an engineer-intraining. He advanced to project manager, engineering discipline director, and office manager of
the firm’s flagship office in Portland. He served as
COO and president before being named chairman
and CEO.

Al Barkouli,
Chairman &
CEO, David
Evans and Associates, Inc.

“Ownership transition is crucial, especially for privately held firms in our industry,” Barkouli says. “A
lack of internal ownership and inability to transition ownership are key reasons why small and midsize firms disappear.”
A CONVERSATION WITH AL BARKOULI.

The Zweig Letter: The talent war in the A/E industry is here. What steps do you take to create
the leadership pipeline needed to retain your top
people and not lose them to other firms?
Al Barkouli: We have two programs that have paid
handsome dividends in terms of leadership development, camaraderie, and building relationships

across offices. In 2013, we developed the DEA
Leadership Initiative, a three-session, year-long
leadership development program. The curriculum
focuses on understanding and managing the selfas-a-leader; understanding and managing client
services; and understanding and managing teams
and team leadership. This program focuses on our
supervisors and we select about 25 supervisors for
each cohort. Over the year, the group attends a series of multi-day retreats led by internal staff and
external facilitators. To date, 43 supervisors have
completed the program.
Prior to this program’s development, we created a
Future Leaders system to develop the next generation of leadership and give early career professionals a voice in deciding the kind of firm DEA needs
to be for them to be fully committed to us. About
25 up-and-coming professionals were selected
into each cohort and we had a number of consecutive cohorts. Each cohort met a few times a year
and worked with an outside coach who helped the
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cohort develop leadership skills. Each
cohort met with a number of executive leaders and had a two-way dialogue about the firm and its future direction.

“CEOs need to look beyond
satisfying the basics
to what truly motivates
people. They need to
create the conditions or
the environment where
employees can love their
jobs.”
TZL: As you look for talent, what position do you most need to fill in the
coming year and why?
AB: In this market, good people are
hard to find so we are looking for the
right people regardless of position.
More specifically, we are looking for
people who can sell and do work for
our clients. Relationship managers
and project managers are especially
difficult to recruit. In our profession,
most who join it tend to gravitate toward the technical elements of our
business. It is more difficult to recruit
professionals with intrinsic interest in
client relationships or the softer skills,
and there’s a shortage of these individuals in our industry. Right now, we
are looking for both technical and relational skills.
TZL: While plenty of firms have an
ownership transition plan in place,
many do not. What’s your advice for
firms that have not taken steps to
identify and empower the next generation of owners?
AB: Ownership transition is crucial,
especially for privately held firms in
our industry. A lack of internal ownership and inability to transition ownership are key reasons why small and
mid-size firms disappear. We had
some ownership transition challenges when a few large shareholders retired during the recession in 2007 and
2008, when the markets were declining. In a downturn, buying back shares
can be a significant stress on the balance sheet of a privately-held firm.
In good times, ownership transition
can be a little easier. Either way, firms
need to have a funded internal ownership transition plan. The plan must
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address how a firm will attract or create the next generation of owners.
TZL: Monthly happy hours and dog
friendly offices. What do today’s
CEOs need to know about today’s
workforce?
AB: Today, given the state of the economy, it’s very easy to find a job that
will pay the bills, put food on the table, and in general meet an employee’s
basic needs. I believe that today’s employees are looking for more than the
basics. They are looking for exciting,
challenging, and inspiring opportunities, recognition for accomplishments,
opportunities for personal development, and meaningful work that helps
them make a difference.
CEOs need to look beyond satisfying the basics to what truly motivates
people. They need to create the conditions or the environment where employees can love their jobs. We know
through many studies that the basics
are important to preventing people
from disliking their jobs, but the basics don’t contribute much to people
loving their jobs.
At DEA, we work hard to create an environment conducive to people loving their jobs. Our project opportunities include major expansions of light
rail systems, highway and bridge design and inspections for city and state
departments of transportation, site/
civil work for a new football stadium,
and contributing to regionally significant water supply programs. These
are exciting, meaningful projects. We
also appreciate our people, recognizing their commitment and results
through officer designations, Standing Ovations, and awards for sales and
creating superior client experiences.

“It is more difficult to
recruit professionals
with intrinsic interest in
client relationships or the
softer skills, and there’s
a shortage of these
individuals in our industry.”
A flexible work environment is also
attractive. DEA offers a 9/80 work
schedule, which allows people to work
See CONFERENCE CALL, page 8

YEAR FOUNDED: 1976
HEADQUARTERS: Portland, OR
OFFICES: 26 offices in 9 states
NO. OF EMPLOYEES: 1,000
SERVICES:
❚❚ Energy
❚❚ Land development
❚❚ Transportation
❚❚ Water and environment
❚❚ Surveying and geomatics
❚❚ Marine services
SOLUTIONS:
❚❚ Alternative project delivery
❚❚ Construction engineering
❚❚ Energy development
❚❚ Engineering
❚❚ General services agreement
❚❚ Landscape architecture
❚❚ Natural resources
❚❚ Planning
❚❚ Project management
COMMUNITY:
❚❚ Blood drives
❚❚ Habitat for Humanity
❚❚ Fundraisers
❚❚ Food drives
❚❚ Disaster relief
HISTORY: David Evans and Associates,
Inc. began as two entrepreneurial
individuals staking a claim in the consulting
engineering services industry with a simple
philosophy: “Hire outstanding professionals
and give them the freedom and support to
do what they do best.”
VALUES:
❚❚ Honesty
❚❚ Consideration
❚❚ Openness
❚❚ Enjoyment
❚❚ Involvement
❚❚ Entrepreneurial spirit
❚❚ Financial security
© Copyright 2018.
Zweig Group.
All rights reserved.
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O N TH E M O V E
ATWELL EXPANDS TEXAS PRESENCE WITH
ADDITION OF REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT TODD
JANSSEN, PE Consulting, engineering, and
construction services firm Atwell, LLC
announced that Todd Janssen, PE has
joined its team as regional vice president
of Texas operations. Janssen will support
Atwell’s land development operations with
an initial focus on launching a Dallas office to
expand their presence in the southern United
States.
“I have known of Atwell’s national growth
for some time and am excited about the
opportunity to join such a diverse, driven
group of professionals. I look forward to
the opportunity to lead Atwell’s new Dallas
office, and eager to take Atwell to the
next level in Texas and beyond,” Janssen
stated.
Janssen’s career spans more than 30 years,
where he has been primarily focused on the

planning, engineering, and development of
master planned communities across Texas
and California. His experience includes
all aspects of site selection, entitlement,
and construction activity related to the
delivery of more than 20,000 finished lots
in multiple locations. With a background in
engineering, acquisition, and development,
Janssen brings a unique technical and
business acumen to the Atwell team. He is
an active member in the Real Estate Council
and holds bachelor of science degrees in
geology and civil engineering from Texas A&M
University.
Janssen joins Atwell from Stantec, formerly
Bury + Partners, where he served as
managing principal, focused on leading land
development operations. His professional
background also includes leadership positions
with Del Webb/Pulte Homes and Meritage
Homes, as well as Carter & Burgess and
PBS&J where he managed land acquisition,

real estate development activities and
associated land development consulting
services.
“Todd’s background in both engineering and
development, along with his knowledge of the
southern United States, particularly Texas, and
his proven ability to grow and lead a team of
professionals make him an excellent addition
to our organization,” says Atwell CEO Brian
Wenzel, PE.
Atwell, LLC is a national consulting, engineering,
and construction services firm with offices
throughout the country that deliver a broad
range of strategic and creative solutions to
clients in three core markets: real estate and
land development; power and energy; and oil
and gas. They provide comprehensive turnkey
services including land and ROW support,
engineering, land surveying, environmental
science,
and
project
and
program
management.

CONFERENCE CALL, from page 7

5) Initiative and creativity.

80 hours over nine days and take every other Friday off.
When this schedule is compatible with client needs, it can
give our employees the opportunity for greater work/life
balance.

6) Truth: Trust in each other and in leadership is essential to
forming trust-based relationships. Trust also grows when
there is clarity, communication, accountability, teamwork,
initiative, and creativity.

“Employees are looking for a great
workplace culture – one that they can
connect with, where they can add value
and make a difference. Over the past few
years, in a collaborative effort, we have
developed and defined our unique DEA
culture.”

Our cultural drivers are ongoing, not an event. A person
can’t say, “I achieved clarity or communication or accountability and am done now.” The behaviors have to be ongoing
in our everyday dealings. To that end, 40 percent of each
DEA employee’s performance evaluation is based on acting
consistently with the behaviors identified for each cultural
driver.

In addition, employees are looking for a great workplace
culture – one that they can connect with, where they can
add value and make a difference. Over the past few years,
in a collaborative effort, we have developed and defined our
unique DEA culture according to six principles that we call
the DEA cultural drivers:
1) Clarity of expectations: This is essential to any strong relationship. We need to understand the expectations we have of
each other within the firm. Lack of clear expectations usually
leads to disappointments.
2) Effective communication: This helps expectations to be expressed clearly. With clarity and effective communication,
people have the ability to be accountable and deliver on expectations.
3) Accountability.
4) Collaboration and teamwork: Because teams accomplish almost everything we do, collaboration and teamwork are very
important. We want our people to take initiative and demonstrate creativity in the way they respond to expectations.
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After we developed these internal drivers, it became clear
that these principals are also important to our client relationships, and we should use them externally. This led us
to conclude that our cultural drivers should be the foundation for our differentiation strategy. We now have what
we call the DEA Difference, which is our promise to clients.
The DEA Difference is about creating superior client experiences based on our drivers – experiences that cannot be
matched by the competition.
TZL: Zweig Group research shows there has been a shift
in business development strategies. More and more,
technical staff, not marketing staff, are responsible for
BD. What’s the BD formula in your firm?
AB: Our BD formula is based on collaboration and teamwork between technical and marketing staff. It takes everyone to achieve BD success. The way we approach client relationships is through client development teams that are
assigned to each of our clients. These teams are led by individuals and include technical and marketing staff. Securing work is a team effort. Clients have different needs and
we must be very aware of them – their technical needs and
their relational needs. Our focus is on long-term relationships with our clients and we shy away from transactional
engagements.
© Copyright 2018.
Zweig Group.
All rights reserved.
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OPINION

The rebirth of the influencer

Let’s try to tell our story so that we can go above and beyond the traditional marketing
that AEC firms are known for.

T

hink about some of the most iconic advertisements of the past. Many of them
used influencers – Coca-Cola and the much-loved Santa Claus, Marlboro and
the “macho” Marlboro man, and Pepsi’s Super Bowl ad featuring supermodel Cindy
Crawford. These ads were all about harnessing the influence of the celebrity.

Kelly
Thompson

GUEST
SPEAKER

Move the clock ahead several decades and now
we have a different type of influencer marketing
– a type where we are relying on seemingly
ordinary people who have the ability to influence
others through their social media networks. The
goal of using these influencers is to drive more
traffic to your website, increase the number of
“likes,” “shares,” and “follows” on social media
to get your brand’s message out to a broader
audience. Historically, we have seen this influencer
marketing used in the consumer industry where
companies hire people such as well-established
fashion vloggers and mommy bloggers to rave
about products that have positively impacted
their life with the goal that the endorsement will
influence their large following to jump on the
bandwagon.
In the past year, however, B2B influencer
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“Now we have a different type of
influencer marketing – a type where
we are relying on seemingly ordinary
people who have the ability to
influence others through their social
media networks.”
marketing has gained momentum with businesses
of all sizes across the world. A recent study shows
more than 80 percent of marketers report that
influencer marketing campaigns drive engagement
and awareness and 75 percent of marketers say
that influencer marketing is great for generating
leads. Should the AEC industry be more actively
See KELLY THOMPSON, page 10
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BUS IN ES S NE W S
FLUOR BRINGS POWER TO NEARLY A QUARTER
OF A MILLION CUSTOMERS IN PUERTO RICO
Fluor Corporation confirmed that its crews
supporting the mission in Puerto Rico of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have helped
to restore power to more than 232,000
customers throughout the island since arriving
in October. The cooperation and support
of the communities where Fluor’s crews are
working has been crucial to this effort. In
appreciation, Fluor is hosting community
events in municipalities in which it is
working.
“Our crews continue to show tremendous
progress in the field,” said Matt Hunt, Fluor’s
executive program director, Puerto Rico Power
Restoration Project. “Their success in restoring

power is driven by their hard work combined
with the support of the USACE, PREPA, and
the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
This mission is very close to our hearts, and
we thank the Puerto Rican people for their
patience and kind gestures as we work in
neighborhoods. We want communities to
know that we are committed to restoring
power and we will keep working hard until our
job is complete.”
To show appreciation for the communities
in which they are living and working, Fluor
employees and subcontracted crews have
held two events – in the municipalities of
Morovis and Hatillo – serving food, and
providing milk, juice, and water to more than
800 residents.

KELLY THOMPSON, from page 9

using this type of marketing? Yes! Our increasing pool
of competitors is making it harder to achieve brand
awareness, the world of social media is growing broader
and more influential and, now, more than ever, our
clients are seeking a more human-to-human experience.
Influencer marketing addresses each of these challenges.
The following are a few tips on how to get started with
expanding your marketing game into the influencer
spectrum:
❚❚ Find your influencers. The key to start using influence
marketing is to find your industry leaders. If you are willing
to dedicate part of your marketing budget to this, there are
a number of social influence monitoring tools that allow you
to find people and businesses online that are influencing our
industry. You can also use your social media platforms to directly find industry influencers – use the search function on
Twitter and follow hashtags that are relevant to the industry.
Start by identifying a short list of influencers that can serve
as a test outreach campaign and let their built-in audiences,
credibility, and industry presence help expand the reach of
your content and marketing efforts.
❚❚ Evaluate the need for a budget. There are two types of influencer marketing. Earned, which is free and looks much like
the typical PR pitch that you would do with media outlets.
This type of marketing banks on developing relationships
with social media users in hopes of coverage based on the
strength of your content. The downside to earned influencers is they don’t typically have the large amount of followers
that paid influencers have (just keep in mind that quality of
followers is more important than quantity). Paid influencers, on the other hand, can be costly. Given our industry, it’s
not realistic to think that any of us will go the route of paid
celebrity influencers. However, there are influencers such as
well-known neuroscientists who support the topic of building
wellness or influential technology companies that are determining the next wave of learning environments for students.
These are possible influencers that may be worth investing in.
Regardless, the key to success is developing personal relationships with your influencers.
❚❚ Create content. As with all things social media, the more
relevant, more frequently posted content you have, the better.
Protocols you should consider are whether your organization
will remain the primary generator of content, whether you
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“We understand the urgency of the situation
and how difficult the last few months have
been for so many families,” said Danny
Oppenheimer, operations manager of Fluor’s
Life Sciences and Advanced Manufacturing
business line in Puerto Rico. “Fluor is fully
committed to restoring power for the people
of Puerto Rico.”
Fluor
provides
design,
engineering,
procurement, construction, and commissioning
services to Puerto Rican clients in a range of
high employment industries including power,
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, aerospace,
manufacturing, and food and beverage.
This expertise will enable ongoing efforts
to help sustain economic recovery on the
island.

want to co-produce content with your influencers, or whether
you want to pay your influencers to generate the content on
their own (pay close attention to authenticity if you go the
route of having influencers create their own). Also, think
about what form your content will take. While written content is the easiest, the future of social media is video.
❚❚ Dedicate time. Finding the right influencers and building
long-term relationships with them changes the marketing
game. You shouldn’t expect successful influencer marketing
to be a quick hit. Instead, view it as an asset you can leverage
over and over that results in brand awareness and a more robust social media presence. If you build genuine relationships
with your influencers, it can lead him or her to introduce you
to additional influencers.

“Our increasing pool of competitors
is making it harder to achieve brand
awareness, the world of social media
is growing broader and more influential
and, now, more than ever, our clients
are seeking a more human-to-human
experience. Influencer marketing addresses
each of these challenges.”
Some of you may suggest that influencer marketing is a
bit too aggressive for the AEC industry. However, aren’t
we all looking for opportunities to expand our brand and
find ways to more personally connect with our [potential]
clients? Influencer marketing is a cultural shift that will
take some time to fully understand how we can exploit
it, but as Malcolm Gladwell says, “There are exceptional
people out there who are capable of starting epidemics. All
you have to do is find them.”
I say let’s start looking for these influencers to help tell our
story so that we can go above and beyond the traditional
marketing that AEC firms are known for.
KELLY THOMPSON is a senior associate and marketing
communications manager at Little. Contact her at kthompson@
littleonline.com.
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11
OPINION

The troubleshooter

The true character of any firm can be determined by how it responds to adversity, and
that character is usually embodied in the troubleshooter.

T

he troubleshooter. Every A/E and environmental services firm has at least one, no
matter how large or small the firm is. You probably won’t see that position on an
organizational chart or find it on a business card. In fact, that individual may not even
know that they are “the troubleshooter,” but no firm can succeed without a good one.

E. Michael
McCarthy

GUEST
SPEAKER

So, what is a troubleshooter? It is someone who
has enough years of experience, political savvy,
and the people skills needed to identify a potential
problem and address it immediately. To do that
successfully, a troubleshooter must wear many
hats – counselor, anger management, mediator,
team leader, and sometimes, most importantly,
one who can offer a sincere apology when
necessary. Ironically, troubleshooters generally do
not enjoy what they are called upon to do. Here at
Pennoni, and in other firms, troubleshooters are
generally at the senior management level.
There are many different types of situations that
require the special skills of a troubleshooter. Here
are some examples:
1) When there is a design error. Let’s face it, we are
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“A troubleshooter must wear
many hats – counselor, anger
management, mediator, team leader,
and sometimes, most importantly,
one who can offer a sincere apology
when necessary.”
all human and despite our best QA/QC efforts, issues happen. When presented with this situation
by an embarrassed project manager, a good troubleshooter will call or visit the client, admit the misstep, and promise to resolve the issue immediately.
2) When there is a construction dispute. The
See E. MICHAEL MCCARTHY, page 12

12
BUSIN ES S NE W S
CALLING ALL ARCHITECTS: 10TH ANNUAL MARVIN
ARCHITECTS CHALLENGE OFFICIALLY OPENS FOR
SUBMISSIONS The Marvin Family of Brands
invites architects in the U.S., Canada, Japan,
and Israel to submit their work to the annual
Marvin Architects Challenge, which honors
outstanding residential and commercial
design projects that demonstrate creativity
and ingenuity. Entries will be evaluated by an
independent panel of esteemed architects,
including Matt Kreilich, Takashi Yanai, and Jane
Frederick for a chance at national recognition
and other rewards.
“At its core, Marvin Architects Challenge is
about celebrating stunning, original projects
designed at the hands of architects from
across the world,” said Dondi Kazukewicz,
senior manager of brand communications
at The Marvin Family of Brands. “We look
forward to seeing new, ingenious uses of our
windows and doors and the innovative works
of architectural art that inspire us all.”
The 2018 competition will recognize one
outstanding design each in the following
categories: Best Historic, Best Contemporary,
Best Transitional, Best Traditional New
Construction, Best Remodel/Addition and
Best Commercial.
All winners will be invited to attend the
American Institute of Architects Convention in

New York City. Marvin will provide conference
travel, lodging, and registration for the winners.
In addition, the winning architects will receive
a VIP trip to Marvin’s headquarters in Warroad,
Minnesota, for an honors event with Marvin
executives, earning AIA-CES credits during
the visit. Winning projects will be extensively
promoted. In addition, the winning projects
and architects will be featured in Marvin’s
yearly Architects Challenge coffee table
book, distributed to customers and industry
partners.
Best in Show recognition will be awarded to
a winning project from one of the Architects
Challenge entry categories, and will be
featured in Architectural Digest magazine and
on the publication’s website in up to two video
features.
TURNING PIPE FAILURE TO PROJECT SUCCESS:
WEST BLUE RIVER INTERCEPTOR WINS ACEC
AWARD An emergency-repair project that
quickly restored sewer service, protected
against future problems, and saved Kansas
City, Missouri, more than $600,000 in
anticipated costs is being honored among the
year’s best engineering projects in Missouri.
The West Blue River Interceptor Sewer Project,
a 72-inch aerial sewer crossing Brush Creek,
designed and delivered by the team of Burns
& McDonnell and Leath & Sons, is a winner

E. MICHAEL MCCARTHY, from page 11

troubleshooter may learn about an escalating argument involving his or her project staff and a contractor. This situation
normally starts with emails that are “copied to all” containing
accusations and increasingly aggressive language. The contractor may even bring up the dreaded “D” word, DELAYS. A good
troubleshooter recognizes that this is a potentially dangerous situation and will pick up the phone and call the decision
makers involved. It is amazing how quickly and painlessly
construction issues can be resolved by getting involved early
before too much time has elapsed.

“The true character of any firm can
be determined by how it responds
to adversity. The proper response to
a negative situation can gain a new
client or strengthen relationships with
an existing one. That is the role of ‘the
troubleshooter.’”
3) When there is a staff vs. client conflict. Sometimes a wellmeaning employee upsets a client by something he or she
said or it’s simply the result of a personality conflict. A good
troubleshooter will talk to the client to see if there is any way
to resolve the conflict, and if not, suggest and make a personnel change.
4) When there is a missed or misunderstood deadline. We
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of an Honor Award from the Missouri chapter
of the American Council of Engineering
Companies. The chapter presented its 2018
Engineering Excellence Awards during a
banquet February 10 in Columbia, Missouri.
Judges honored the team for its quick, efficient
and effective work replacing a failed aerial
sewer and the emergency bypass that the city
had installed on a temporary basis. The bypass
had been costing the city $70,000 a month, an
expense that could not be sustained.
“This unexpected failure of the interceptor
could have become a costly and timeconsuming process to fix,” says Karine
Papikian, project manager for Kansas City
Water Services. “Instead, the Leath & Sons
and Burns & McDonnell team quickly delivered
solutions to remedy the sewer failure, saving
the City money, and made improvements
to existing infrastructure to mitigate future
issues.”
Jeff Heidrick, project manager for Burns &
McDonnell says, “The design-build process
allowed us to expedite all facets of the
design and construction process. Using
a collaborative approach, we were able
to quickly discuss ideas and solutions,
and provide Water Services a long-term
sustainable solution for this aerial creek
crossing.”

work in a deadline driven industry, and occasionally it becomes apparent that a project team is in danger of missing
a deadline. The client should be notified immediately before
the deadline has passed on the project manager level, but a
good troubleshooter will also step in and call the principal-incharge to apologize and offer assurances that all hands are on
deck until the project is back on schedule.
5) When there is a legal claim. Most would agree this is the
worst part of our business, but on that rare occasion when
the process starts with a lawsuit or subpoena, it must be dealt
with. Lawyers who represent us are normally very good at
what they do, but the best outcome will be achieved when
they have the assistance from a knowledgeable firm representative. The troubleshooter is usually the best person for the
job.

The troubleshooter plays a key role in all successful firms.
His or her most important tool is an old- fashioned
telephone call or a face-to-face meeting when necessary.
The best troubleshooters do not act alone, they engage the
project team throughout the entire process for technical
support and as a learning experience.
The true character of any firm can be determined by how
it responds to adversity. The proper response to a negative
situation can gain a new client or strengthen relationships
with an existing one.
That is the role of “the troubleshooter.”
E. MICHAEL MCCARTHY, PE, is associate vice president at McCarthy
and Associates, a division of Pennoni. He can be reached at
MMcCarthy@Pennoni.com.
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